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IMPORTANT INFORMATION! 

DIGITAL ENGINE START CRANK TIME SPEED MODULE 

USER GUIDE AND INSTALLATION MANUAL 

Our Digital Engine Start Crank Time Speed Module 

helps with your cranking time with Engine Start Kits to 

help by giving the Signal to the Engine Start Module to 

stop engine crank by the time you sett. 

Disconnect the battery before fitting. 

Unit Installation 

Always best fitted by a professional auto       

electrician. 
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Module Wiring: 

Red - 12v Ignition Wire 

Black - Neg 

Blue - Starter Crank Wire 

Yellow - Signal to Engine Start Module to 

Part: BWALO-018K2 

Part: BWALC-020PKS 

Part: BWALA5  

After power on, long press K12 seconds later into the select function mode, P1-1~P1- 4 for 

choose.  

P1-1 operating modes: a signal to trigger relay, time is up, the relay disconnect  users, You 

can set relay time  
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Click K2 the hundred digital tube starts flashing, then press K3, the hundred digital change; 

click K2 ten digital tube starts flashing, then press K3,ten digit changes; click K2 bit digital 

tube starts flashing, then press K3, single-digit change; then click K2,; digital pipe does not 

blink, then press the K3, shifting the decimal point, the decimal point in a bit indicates 0 -

999 minutes in ten represents 0 to 99.9 seconds without ta decimal point represents          

0—999 seconds; good choice, bringing the time setting is completed.  

Short press K1, enter function offline-tuning settings, trigger the default delay period is     

invalid, press K1, during the delay trigger active (re-timing), click on the K1, during the    

delay reset (timer turned off, the relay reset) press again to repeat the default settings for 

the first time.  

P1-2 operating modes: signal trigger, digital countdown begins seconds after, there lay 

open Y seconds, then close.  

Users can set the relay time X,Y; P1-1 different time settings similar to the blue lights that 

set the relay time, blue light indicates setting relay off time.  

Short press K1, enter function offline-tuning the set, the default trigger is invalid during the 

delay, press K1, during the delay trigger active (re-timing), then click the first repeat default 

settings. P1-3 operating modes: Open X seconds, disconnect Seconds, infinite loop.  

Users can set the relay time X,Y; time setting similar to P1-2. Short press K1,enter function 

offline-tuning set, The default function is: set up an electric circuit the relay first open, 

press the K1,there lay first close. Press again to repeat the default functionality.  

P1-4 operating modes: a signal to trigger the relay open but do not start the timer, when 

the trigger signal disappears, digital count down begins time after, the relay close; During 

the delay, again to the signal, digital count down cancelled, stays energized, the signal    

disappears, restart count down; (equivalent to release the button to start timing,          

commonly used in power-off delay).  

 


